
Wireless 
Carpet Planks 



Our new 25cm x 100cm planks 

from Wireless Series bring new 

share and balance to carpet tile, 

giving you new power to create 

fresh, exciting floor designs.  

 

Expressive pictorial language.  
HEGO’s Wireless plank’s scale and 

directionality gives you an 

expanded range of design 

options. Create floors that reflect 

the geometry and flow of 

surrounding space. Use planks to 

create large-scale tile patterns, 

provide way finding cues, or work 

and activity zones. And this is just 

the beginning!  

STAY CONNECTED  

TO THE FLOOR  



W-770   

BLACK 



A shape that’s better at 

hiding seams.  
Want the benefits of carpet 
tile without the look of carpet 

tile? Use skinny planks, same 

style and colour, laid in an 

ashlar pattern. They’ll blend 

near seamlessly across the 
floor, giving you the benefits 

of modularity and the 

continuous look of 

broadloom.  

W-770  

BLACK 



W-770  BLACK in 

combination with 

HEGO highlighter 

carpet tiles 



W-771   

GREY 



Pattern Movement 
Inspired by textiles, 

HEGO’s Wireless 
Collection brings a 

distinctive, handcrafted 

feel to a broad array of 

interior projects. 

Whether used as a simple, 
neutral background or 

combined to create 

diversity and movement,  

W-771  GREY in 

combination with HEGO 

highlighter carpet tiles 



W-772   

BEIGE 



Planks or squares, our 

tiles all work together.  
In addition to 25cm x 100cm 

planks, the HEGO carpet tile 

ranges includes another 25 

cmx 100cm planks & 50cm 

squares. All work together in 

any combination, giving you 

a carpet tile design platform 

with unparalleled options.  

W-772  BEIGE in 

combination with 

HEGO highlighter 

carpet tiles 



W-773   

BLUE 



W-773   

BLUE 



A soft hard surface.  
Love the look of wood plank 
flooring? Think luxury vinyl plank 

flooring is stunning? Patterns—like 

herringbone or ashlar— make them 

appealing. You get the same 

patterning possibilities with HEGO;s 

carpet planks. You also get floor 

covering that’s soft, quiet and 

much more economical than hard 

surfaces. 

W-773  BLUE in 

combination 

with HEGO 

highlighter 

carpet tiles 



WIRELESS CARPET TILE 
Technical Specifications 

Construction   

Material 

Pile Weight      
Pile Height 

Primary Backing       

Backing            

Size                  

Qty. in Box       

-Multi Level Loop Pile 

-100% Polypropylene 

-550 GSM 

-4-5 mm 

-Non Woven 

-Bitumen Backing 

-25cm x 100cm 

-6 Sq. Meter (64.58 Sq. Ft.) 
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Plank Installation Guide 
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